Brandon Cathi

About Us
We are high school sweethearts but don’t hold that against us. We both
went to the same small town school and began dating our sophomore
year with a date to a scary movie. After high school we followed each
other to college before Brandon had to transfer away. Cathi moved back
home as well to finish college while being closer to Brandon. Shortly after
college we bought a tiny fixer upper and the following spring we were
married. We have now been married for 9 years and about 5 years ago
we moved back to our hometown where we currently reside. We recently
welcomed a baby girl into our family. Becoming parents has been such a
joyful experience for us. We have two dogs, enjoy camping, traveling, live
music and spending time with family and friends. When traveling we love
to get off the beaten path and uncover local spots to eat and shop. We
also enjoy hunting for antiques and treasures at auctions and stores.

We bring out the best in each other,
Brandon adds the excitement to both of our lives
and Cathi adds some tranquility.

Brandon’s Favorites

Cathi’s Favorites

Occupation: Pipeline Scheduler

Occupation: Chief Financial Officer

Education: Bachelor’s Degree

Education: Master’s Degree

Color: Charcoal

Color: Green

Food: Pizza

Food: Ice Cream

Movie: Caddyshack

Movie: The Notebook

Musician: Eric Church

Musician: Kenny Chesney

Vacation: Caribbean Cruise

Vacation: The Beach

Holiday: Christmas

Holiday: Christmas

Childhood Memory: Growing up on a farm

Childhood Memory: Playing with
my cousins at grandma’s house

Hobbies: Playing & Watching Sports,
Woodworking, Camping, Being outdoors

Hobbies: Traveling, Gardening,
Scrapbooking

Our Home
It was always a dream of ours to live in a log cabin. About
5 years ago we were able to make this dream come true.

We designed and built our log home that sits on approximately 10 acres of land that was in Brandon’s family. It

has 3 bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms. We love living in

the country and enjoying nature right outside of our back door. It is especially

peaceful in our woods back a
long lane. We live close to both

Cathi and Brandon’s parents as

well as many other family and

friends in the area. We are only

5 minutes from a small village

with access to a grocery store,

school and our church. A small city

is also nearby which provides plenty

Our Dogs
We have two Labrador Retrievers. One of them is a Black

Lab named Cooper who is 9 years old. He is energetic and
smart. He loves to be around people. Colt is an 8 year old

of dining, entertainment and many parks.

This is also where Cathi and Brandon both work.

Our home is where we are excited to grow our family.

Chocolate Lab. He is a fetch extraordinaire who also
excels at cuddling.

About Cathi
written by Brandon

Cathi is a smart, funny,

loving and driven person.

She enjoys cuddling with
our dogs and vacationing. She has her master’s

degree and quickly rises
to the top of wherever she
goes.

Everyone

enjoys

having Cathi around and some of her one liners out of the
blue are some of the funniest things I’ve ever heard. Cathi

works at a local credit union where she is a valued member
as part of the management team. She is an incredibly hard

worker and whenever she sets her mind to a task she will
eventually conquer it.

About Brandon
written by Cathi

Brandon is a laid back and

fun loving guy. He is someone that everyone wants to be

around and would do anything

to help his friends or family.
Our relationship has always

come easy and I enjoy spending my life with him. Brandon

is hardworking and always optimistic putting a positive spin

on anything that is happening in our lives. He brings this optimism to his job at a local pipeline company where he has

been employed since college. He loves sports and is always
looking for a new skill to master.

Our Family
Brandon grew up as an only child. He lived on a farm with his parents who
have been married over 30 years. Although he didn’t have any siblings he
maintains a very close relationship with cousins. His grandparents also live
less than 10 miles away and they have been married over 50 years. Cathi
has a younger brother and a younger sister. Her relationship with both of
her siblings is very close to this day. Her parents have been married over
40 years. We get together regularly and do at least one “family trip” per
year. Both of our families are very involved in our daughter Peyton's life
and would have the same amazing relationship with an adopted child as
well. Due to our families' close proximity, they provide most of the childcare
while we are at work, which allows us to maintain a close relationship. Our
family has been very supportive of our adoption journey. Everyone is very
excited to help out in whatever way possible.

Our Family

With Brandon’s parents

Brandon’s extended family

Cathi’s family on camping trip

and Friends

We are blessed to have quite a few close friends, many
of which still live in the area. Because of this we have
been given the opportunity to be Godparents to four
of their children from three different families. We get together with each of these families
throughout the year and really enjoy spending time with them. Some activities that we enjoy
doing with them include local festivals, trips to the zoo and making cookies to name a few.

Brandon with our Godson

Cathi with a friend

Go Carts with friends

Baseball game with friends

At a wedding with friends

Dear Birthparent,
Thank you for taking the time to get to know us. We are incredibly

excited for the opportunity of welcoming a child into our home. We
look forward to creating memories and loving this child with our

whole hearts. We promise to offer them the best life and oppor-

tunities that are available to us and provide a safe and nurturing
environment for even their most far fetched dreams. If you are

interested in an open adoption we will make sure the child knows
where they come from and that the decision for adoption was

made with love. We are honored to be considered to raise this
child as part of our family.

Brandon and Cathi

Why Adoption
We believe that adoption is the path we are meant to be on. After many
years of infertility and loss we began our adoption journey. About a year
into the process we found out we were expecting a baby. Whenever
anyone would ask us if we still wanted to adopt, the answer was always
yes! After many prayers we feel that God is calling us to share the many
gifts that we have been given. This journey has made us stronger as a
couple and in our faith. Our daughter has been the biggest blessing in
our lives and we can't wait to add a sibling to the family and share our
lives with another child.

